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Figure 1: Comparison of shadow mapping (a) with the techniques proposed in this paper. Single-pass shadow map silhouette revectorization
(SMSR) removes perspective aliasing by revectorizing the shadow boundaries (b). Revectorization-based shadow map silhouette smoothing
(RSMSS) takes advantage of this revectorization to filter the anti-aliased hard shadows (c). Revectorization-based percentage-closer filtering
(RPCF) is incorporated into the solution to control the filter kernel size (d). The image (d) was generated with the RPCF + RSMSS variant.
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Real-time rendering of high-quality, anti-aliased shadows is a challenging problem in shadow mapping. Filtering the shadow map
reduces aliasing, but artifacts are still visible for low-resolution
shadow maps or small kernel sizes. Moreover, the existing techniques suffer from light leaking artifacts. Shadow silhouette recovery reduces perspective aliasing at the cost of large memory
footprint and high computational overhead for the shadow mapping. In this paper, we reduce aliasing with the revectorizationbased shadow mapping. To effectively reduce the perspective aliasing, we revectorize shadow boundaries based on their discontinuity directions. Then, we take advantage of the discontinuity
space to filter the shadow silhouettes, further suppressing the remaining artifacts. To control the filter kernel size, we incorporate
percentage-closer filtering into the algorithm. This enables us to reduce jagged shadow boundaries, to simulate penumbra and to provide high-quality screen-space anti-aliasing. Compared to previous
techniques, we show that shadow revectorization produces less artifacts, consumes less memory and offers real-time performance. The
results show that our solution can be used in games and other applications in which real-time, high-quality shadows are desirable.

The faithful rendering of shadows is essential to improve the understanding and to provide realism for computer-generated scenes.
However, the real-time rendering of high-quality shadows is still
a challenging problem, mostly because computing photorealistic
shadows still takes too much processing time to be done interactively for dynamic scenes.
Shadow mapping [21] is one of the most common algorithms
used to compute hard shadows in real-time applications. It has several advantages, such as: simplicity, flexibility, scalability and hardware support. However, as an image-based approach, the finite resolution of the shadow map produces aliasing artifacts along shadow
boundaries, false self-shadowing, and temporal incoherence [7].
Many approaches have been proposed to solve the problem of
aliasing in shadow mapping. Filtering the shadow map is useful
to reduce aliasing and to fake soft shadows, but the jagged shadow
boundaries are still visible for shadow maps of low resolution or
small kernel sizes. Also, most of the existing techniques suffer
from light leaking, artifact in which a fully shadowed region is erroneously rendered as a lit region. As an alternative, shadow silhouette recovery is commonly used to compute accurate hard shadows. Unfortunately, this kind of techniques typically involves high
memory and computational costs to reduce the perspective aliasing, which makes the methods unsuitable for real-time applications
[19, 4, 9].
In this paper, we introduce the revectorization-based shadow
mapping (RBSM). Shadow silhouettes are determined based on a
discontinuity space. In this space, shadow edges are represented by
their discontinuity directions. We take advantage of these discontinuity directions to revectorize and soften the shadow boundaries.
For revectorization, we use a new variant of the shadow map silhouette revectorization (SMSR) algorithm [3]. To control the level of
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smoothness for the filtering, the percentage-closer filtering (PCF)
algorithm [17] is incorporated into our solution.
In this context, our main contributions are: 1. A shadow revectorization pipeline, which supports entering and exiting discontinuities. 2. A variant of the SMSR algorithm which runs on the shader
in a single pass, produces less artifacts and consumes less memory
than the original approach. 3. A filtering technique which takes
advantage of a discontinuity space to effectively smooth shadow
boundaries, producing less artifacts and consuming less memory
than related work, while still providing real-time performance. 4.
A variant of the PCF algorithm which works on the filtered shadow
silhouettes to reduce the perspective and banding artifacts of the
original technique with smaller filter sizes and at higher frame rates.
2

R ELATED W ORK

One of the first techniques proposed for real-time shadow rendering
is the shadow mapping [21]. In this method, the scene is rendered
from the light’s point of view and the depth of the closest surface
seen from the light is stored in a shadow map. Then, the scene
is rendered from the camera viewpoint and the current depth values
are compared to the depth values stored in the shadow map to determine whether a point in the scene is in shadow or not (i.e., shadow
test).
Over the past decades, many approaches have been proposed to
solve the main problem of shadow mapping: the aliasing. In this
section, we review the most relevant methods related to our solution. A complete review of the existing shadow mapping algorithms
is beyond the scope of this paper. The reader should refer to [7, 22].
Here, we classify the approaches based on their main strategy to alleviate aliasing in hard shadow mapping: filtering and silhouette
recovery.
Filtering: Techniques of this category solve the problem of
aliasing by smoothing the shadow silhouettes, resulting in the generation of soft, anti-aliased shadow edges. In shadow mapping,
shadow maps cannot be filtered as conventional color maps because of the shadow test, which would be affected by the filtered
depth values. Percentage-closer filtering [17] solves this problem
by reversing the order of the filtering. First, the shadow test is performed, and then the filtering takes place, averaging the result of the
depth comparisons over a filter region. PCF is easy to implement
and provides good anti-aliasing, however it is prone to banding artifacts, does not support pre-filtering and is not scalable for large
filter sizes.
To enable shadow map pre-filtering, the shadow test is commonly approximated by a filterable function. Variance shadow
mapping (VSM) [6] and its variants [11, 12] use the Chebyshev’s
inequality approximation. Convolution shadow mapping (CSM) [1]
uses the Fourier series to approximate the shadow test. In exponential shadow mapping (ESM) [2, 18], an exponential function
is used. In exponential variance shadow mapping (EVSM) [12],
an exponentially-warped VSM is used. Moment shadow mapping
(MSM) [16] solves the shadow test according to the Hamburger moment problem. All of these methods are faster than PCF for large
filter kernel sizes, produce pleasant visual results and are scalable.
However, they usually suffer from light leaking artifacts in scenes
with high depth complexity.
Filtering techniques are a good alternative to produce shadows
which mimic the appearance of soft shadows. They avoid the complexity of soft shadowing and require low processing time. Furthermore, they contribute to the minimization of aliasing artifacts
produced by shadow mapping. Unfortunately, these methods cannot remove the aliasing artifacts of low-resolution shadow maps
for small filter sizes, as they work over jagged shadow boundaries.
Increasing the resolution of the shadow maps may overcome this
issue, at the cost of higher memory consumption and processing
time. But, even in this case, any close-up on the shadow may re-
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veal the aliasing artifacts. Larger kernel sizes remove the aliasing
of the shadows, however, they severely blur out the shadows, losing
too much detail of the shadow silhouette. Here, we propose a new
technique which performs filtering over anti-aliased shadows. Our
method does not generate perspective or banding artifacts even for
small filter sizes, achieving high-quality anti-aliasing in real-time.
Silhouette Recovery: Rather than blurring the shadows, other
techniques focus on shadow silhouette recovery to remove the
jagged shadow edges. Instead of faking soft shadows, these techniques aim to compute hard shadows as accurate as the ones generated with shadow volumes [5] or ray tracing [20], however at high
frame rates.
Hybrid approaches based on shadow mapping, shadow volumes
[14, 4], and ray tracing [9] have been proposed in the literature. As
a hybrid approach, these methods compute shadows faster than the
reference solutions, but still much slower than shadow mapping.
To reconstruct accurate shadow silhouettes, some techniques rely
on the storage of additional geometric information. In shadow silhouette mapping [19], the vertex which lies on the geometry silhouette is stored with the shadow depth map. Fast, sub-pixel antialiased shadow mapping [15] uses the pixel’s position and associated face normal. Sub-pixel shadow mapping [13] stores triangle
information (i.e., 3D vertex coordinates and depth derivatives) with
the shadow map. Each one of these techniques has a different visibility function which uses this augmented information to reconstruct accurate shadow boundaries. However, they also increase
memory consumption and processing time to achieve this goal.
Closest to our solution, shadow map silhouette revectorization
[3] revectorizes shadow boundaries to reduce the perspective aliasing artifacts. Shadow edges are embedded into a discontinuity
space and revectorized according to their discontinuity directions.
The author suggests that the algorithm indeed alleviates aliasing,
but the paper misses formalization and validation of the approach.
Moreover, the method consists of two passes in the shader and does
not work well for sloped surfaces, generating artifacts during revectorization.
Techniques for reconstructing shadow silhouettes are useful because they can solve the problem of aliasing in an accurate way.
However, the existing techniques have large memory footprint or
add high computational overhead to the shadow mapping. In this
paper, we show that RBSM provides high-quality shadow silhouette recovery in real-time, while consuming as much memory as
the traditional shadow mapping. Also, none of the existing shadow
silhouette recovery techniques support filtering natively. In this paper, we propose a new solution to combine the strengths from both
strategies (i.e., filtering and silhouette recovery) to effectively reduce perspective aliasing.
3

R EVECTORIZATION -BASED S HADOW M APPING

In this section, we introduce the revectorization-based shadow mapping. Our work is mainly inspired by the two-pass shadow map silhouette revectorization algorithm described in [3]. In the first pass
of this technique, jagged shadow edges are detected and stored in
a discontinuity map. This texture stores color-coded values which
indicate where the inner-side of the shadow edge is located. In
the second pass of the method, similarly to morphological antialiasing [10], for each fragment belonging to a shadow edge, the
distance between the fragment and both shadow edge ends is computed based on a traversal over the discontinuity map computed
previously. This traversal results in the generation of the oriented
normalized discontinuity space (ONDS). In this space, depending
on the location of the fragment with respect to the shadow edge, it
may or may not be revectorized by the algorithm.
In this paper, we propose several improvements over the approach presented in [3]: First, we propose a new revectorization
algorithm which runs in a single pass on the shader (in addition to
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Figure 2: An overview of single-pass SMSR, and RSMSS techniques proposed in this paper. First, a shadow map is rendered from the light’s
point of view (a). Then, in the camera viewpoint, the shadow map is used to determine whether a fragment is in shadow or not (b). For the singlepass SMSR, entering discontinuities are computed in the exterior side of the shadow edges (c). Shadow boundaries are scanned according to
the opposite axis of their discontinuity directions, resulting in the generation of an entering oriented normalized discontinuity space (ONDS) (d).
By using an appropriate visibility function, ONDS is clipped (e), resulting in the generation of new shadows to be included into the final rendering
(f). In RSMSS, exiting discontinuities are included into the pipeline (g-h). ONDS is smoothed, generating fake penumbras (i-j). The component
(dc )b was suppressed for visualization purposes.

the pass required for shadow map generation). In this case, we had
to reformulate the algorithm to compute the ONDS because we do
not generate a discontinuity map in a separate pass. We show that
our algorithm is faster and consumes less memory than [3]. Second, we extend the algorithm to support entering and exiting discontinuities, located at the exterior and interior sides of the shadow
silhouette edge, respectively. The approach proposed in [3] was
designed to support only entering discontinuities during the ONDS
computation. Third, a new approach was developed to reduce artifacts produced by the revectorization on sloped surfaces. Fourth,
we integrate the native support for filtering into the revectorization pipeline through the technique named revectorization-based
shadow map silhouette smoothing (RSMSS). In this method, we
show that not only entering discontinuities, but also exiting discontinuities are useful to produce high-quality anti-aliasing. Finally, we propose a new variant of the PCF algorithm to control the
level of smoothness in the final rendering. To achieve better performance and higher quality than the PCF algorithm, we incorporate
the RSMSS into the PCF, reducing both perspective and banding
artifacts of the technique using just a small kernel size.
RBSM can be used for both silhouette recovery and filtering. An
overview of RBSM can be seen in Figure 2. Details can be found
in the following subsections and in the supplementary document.
3.1

and zc the depth of the scene rendered from the camera viewpoint. The shadow test s(x, y) for a texel (x, y) can be defined
as a binary function that returns: 0 if zc > zl (i.e., fragment is
in shadow) and 1 otherwise (Figure 2-(b)). Also, let us define
n(x, y) the shadow test evaluation for a 4-connected neighbourhood:
n(x, y) = (s(x − o, y), s(x + o, y), s(x, y + o), s(x, y − o)), where o is
an offset equivalent to one shadow map sample.
We define discontinuity du ∈ {0, 1} as the absolute difference in
the shadow test results for a texel and its 4-connected neighbours.
Formally, du = ||n − s||. Therefore, the discontinuities are positive
only at the shadow edges (i.e., where the shadow tests disagree)
and zero elsewhere. If one desires to build a discontinuity map
in an additional pass [10, 3], this definition of discontinuity would
consume four color channels for each texel. To reduce memory
consumption, the four-channel vector du is compressed into a threechannel vector dc (Figures 2-(c), (g)) as follows:

Revectorization Pipeline

To revectorize shadow boundaries in real-time, we must: render
the shadow map, compute and normalize the discontinuity space,
revectorize the shadow silhouettes and include them in the final
shadowed scene. Each one of these steps is described in more detail
below:
Shadow Map Rendering: First, we render the scene from the
light’s viewpoint and store the depth buffer in a shadow map (Figure
2-(a)).
Discontinuity Computation: Next, we compute the discontinuity for every texel projected in the camera viewpoint (Figures
2-(c), (g)). Let us denote zl the depth stored in the shadow map

Value
0
0.25
0.5
0.75
1

(dc )rg

=

(dc )b

=

2(du )rb + (du )ga
4
1 − s(x, y)

Discontinuity Components
(dc )r
(dc )g
(dc )b
No discontinuity No discontinuity Entering
Right
Top
–
Left
Bottom
–
Left and right
Top and bottom
–
–
–
Exiting

Table 1: The possible values for dc and their meanings. The first two
components of dc store the discontinuity direction along horizontal
((dc )r ) and vertical ((dc )g ) axes. The component (dc )b stores the type
of the discontinuity.
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oriented normalized discontinuity don and the sub-coordinates of
the pixel in the light space p. As a general framework, the RBSM
does not have a specific visibility function. This visibility function
is specialized for each technique developed over RBSM, such as the
single-pass SMSR and the RSMSS techniques. More details are described in the next subsections and in the supplementary document.
Final Rendering: Let us define φ (x, y) the shading function,
v(x, y) the revectorization-based visibility function, and s(x, y) the
hard shadow test. The final rendering function f (x, y) can be expressed as f (x, y) = φ (x, y)s(x, y)v(x, y). By using this equation, we
can render anti-aliased hard shadows, as depicted in Figures 2-(f),
(j).
3.2

Single-Pass Shadow Map Silhouette Revectorization

The SMSR technique is a specialization of the RBSM which aims
to revectorize the jagged shadow edges. In this method, we need
to compute only entering discontinuities at the shadow silhouettes
(Figure 2-(c)). Then, the discontinuity space is oriented and normalized only for entering discontinuities as well (Figure 2-(d)). We
use the shadow mapping to classify fragments as lit or shadowed.
Additionally, fragments that are back-facing the light source are
classified as shadowed and do not participate in the discontinuity
computation.
The SMSR visibility function vSMSR (x, y) is a function which
returns 0 if the fragment is a new shadow to be included after ONDS
clipping and 1 otherwise (Figure 2-(e)). vSMSR (x, y) consists of a
set of 12 different shadowing configurations which group all the
possible revectorization scenarios. A detailed description of this
function is too long to be included here. We refer the reader to the
supplementary material to find the full definition of vSMSR (x, y).
By assuming v(x, y) = vSMSR (x, y) in the final rendering function
f (x, y) (Section 3.1), we can generate anti-aliased hard shadows, as
shown in Figures 1-(b) and 2-(f).
3.3

Revectorization-Based Shadow Map Silhouette
Smoothing

The RSMSS technique uses the entering and exiting discontinuities
of RBSM to add filtering for the anti-aliased hard shadows. RSMSS
not only suppresses the aliasing artifacts to slightly lower frequencies, but also acts as a 1-D smoothing filter over the scene. This
latter characteristic will be useful when extending this technique
for 2-D filtering (Section 3.4).
In RSMSS, we compute entering and exiting discontinuities for
all fragments in the camera viewpoint (Figure 2-(g)). ONDS is
computed for entering and exiting discontinuities as well. Then, we
define a visibility function vRSMSS (x, y) which smoothes the ONDS
to filter the anti-aliased hard shadows (Figure 2-(i)). Because we
handle both entering and exiting discontinuities, we need a more
complete visibility function to provide coherent filtering. Hence,
vRSMSS (x, y) consists of a set of 31 linear comparisons which return
shadow intensities ranging in the interval [0, 1]. Again, we refer the
reader to the supplementary material to find a detailed description
of vRSMSS (x, y).
If we assume v(x, y) = vRSMSS (x, y) in the final rendering function f (x, y) (Section 3.1), we can render filtered hard shadows, as
shown in Figures 1-(c) and 2-(j).
3.4

Revectorization-Based Percentage-Closer Filtering

As described in the previous subsection, the RSMSS technique produces filtered anti-aliased hard shadows. However, the filter size is
fixed, proportional to the size of the shadow edge, which depends
on the shadow map resolution. To enable control over the filter
size, we incorporate PCF into the revectorization pipeline, creating
the revectorization-based PCF (RPCF) technique.

The RPCF technique has two variants: The RPCF + SMSR variant uses the visibility function v(x, y) = vSMSR (x, y) and provides
filtering over the anti-aliased hard shadows. Unfortunately, similar to PCF, the RPCF + SMSR variant is still prone to banding
artifacts and requires a high-order kernel to achieve good accuracy,
which makes this technique unsuitable for real-time applications.
To achieve high-quality anti-aliasing, reducing both banding and
perspective artifacts for a small kernel size, we propose the RPCF
+ RSMSS variant, the incorporation of the 1-D RSMSS filter into
the PCF, in which v(x, y) = vRSMSS (x, y).
The evaluation of v(x, y) for every texel inside the RPCF kernel is computationally expensive. Nevertheless, we can avoid the
high cost of evaluating the visibility function for every sample. For
the RPCF + SMSR variant, we only evaluate dc for the samples in
which s(x, y) = 1, because the SMSR technique handles only entering discontinuities. The visibility result for each neighbour sample
vs (x, y) can be easily determined as follows:


if s(x, y) = 0,
0
vs (x, y) = 1
(2)
else if dc = 0,

v
SMSR (x, y) otherwise.
For the RPCF + RSMSS variant, we compute vs (x, y) as follows:
(
s(x, y)
if (dc )rg = 0,
vs (x, y) =
(3)
vRSMSS (x, y) otherwise.
In this case, for the texels where there is no discontinuity
(dc )rg = 0, the visibility of the fragment is defined by the shadow
test result. Otherwise, the RSMSS visibility function must be evaluated.
4

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

In this section, we evaluate the techniques in terms of visual quality, performance and memory consumption. We analyze the techniques for filtering and silhouette recovery separately. All images
were generated using only one shadow map without any perspective optimization technique. In our experimental setup, memory
and time usage was evaluated in an Intel CoreTM i7-3770K CPU
(3.50 GHz), 8GB RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 660 graphics card. All memory requirements were computed considering
the mip-map overhead by a factor 1.3. ESM and EVSM are implemented without fallback to PCF and c = 80. For VSM, ESM,
EVSM and MSM, a 3 × 3 two-pass separable Gaussian blur is used
to filter the shadow maps. PCF and RPCF-based techniques were
implemented with a simple 3 × 3 box filter (unless stated otherwise)
to highlight the strengths and weaknesses for each technique. All
the techniques are implemented with 16-bit quantization, with exception to ESM and EVSM, which require 32-bit [2, 12]. We use
the stencil shadow volumes [8] for generating ground-truth hard
shadows. To see the temporal consistency of RBSM and additional
results of this work, we suggest the reader to see the accompanying
video.
4.1

Rendering Quality

We compared the hard shadows computed from the single-pass
shadow map silhouette revectorization technique with the ones produced by standard shadow mapping and shadow volumes, the latter
being the ground-truth technique (Figure 5). We did not include the
two-pass SMSR technique in this comparison because the visibility
function of the original technique was not properly defined in the
original paper [3]. In both scenarios, the closeups show that the
SMSR technique recovers shadow boundaries at pixel-level (Figure 5-(b)), producing hard shadows which resemble the rendering
quality of shadow volumes (Figure 5-(c)).
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viewing conditions, since the maximum number of steps for ONDS
traversal is fixed. This makes our approach suitable for games and
other applications in which consistent performance is essential.
Technique
Shadow mapping
RSMSS

Shadow Map Resolution
5122 10242 20482 40962
520 490 410 270
260 240 210 145

3×3

PCF
Pre-filtering
RPCF + SMSR
RPCF + RSMSS

470
335
180
90

445
295
165
85

410
230
145
80

270
135
110
70

10 × 10

PCF
Pre-filtering
RPCF + SMSR
RPCF + RSMSS

200
300
40
13

180
240
36
13

150
190
32
13

90
115
30
13

17 × 17

PCF
Pre-filtering
RPCF + SMSR
RPCF + RSMSS

85
250
20
5.5

80
190
16
5.5

70
160
15
5.5

40
100
13.5
5.5

Filter Size

Table 5: Performance table (measured in frames per second) for
standard shadow mapping and the filtering techniques for the Dragon
model. Pre-filtering represents the averaged performance of VSM,
ESM, EVSM and MSM techniques. Measurements include varying
shadow map resolutions and varying kernel sizes.

pass SMSR technique takes advantage of a discontinuity space to
solve the problem of perspective aliasing in real-time. The RSMSS
technique enhances anti-aliasing by filtering the anti-aliased hard
shadows. The RPCF technique brings higher accuracy to PCF by
incorporating it into RBSM. We have shown that our techniques are
accurate, real-time, and do not suffer from light leaking artifacts,
producing hard shadows that outperform state-of-the-art methods
in terms of visual quality and memory consumption. By providing
consistent, real-time frame rates, we believe that our approach is
useful for games or other applications where perspective aliasing is
still visible due to the use of low-resolution shadow maps or small
kernel sizes for filtering. In this sense, the use of a small filter size
to provide high-quality anti-aliasing makes the RPCF faster than
the PCF to achieve an improved visual quality. We believe that the
RPCF is ready to replace the PCF technique in applications which
still use it for real-time hard shadow filtering.
Future work will extend the use of revectorization for other
fields, such as soft shadows. In this case, strategies to reduce the
computational cost of the soft shadow filtering, such as the restriction of the soft shadow calculation for fragments located in penumbra, will be useful to make the algorithm faster. Also, we believe
that the RPCF will still require a low-order kernel size to provide
high-quality soft shadow filtering. In terms of silhouette recovery,
hybrid approaches which use revectorization with additional geometric details may be useful to improve the robustness of both techniques.
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Figure 9: Memory consumption (measured in MB) for several shadowing techniques. Memory usage was measured for the YeahRight
model. Measurements include varying shadow map resolutions. TPSMSR: Two pass SMSR.

4.3 Memory Consumption
Figure 9 shows memory usage results for several shadowing techniques and shadow map resolutions.
Our revectorization-based techniques do not rely on any additional texture. In this sense, they use less memory than the twopass shadow map silhouette revectorization, which stores dc in a
discontinuity map. Furthermore, we can see in Figure 9 that the
proposed techniques provide the best memory results, comparable
to shadow mapping. It is mainly because RBSM works with 16-bit
quantization and needs only the shadow map texture (a single depth
channel) to generate anti-aliased hard shadows.
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